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PROPOSING A WORKSHOP 
 
Option 1, teachers or site staff: Share your experience using historic landmarks, museums, parks, or 
other community sites to (1) bring subject matter to life, (2) foster a sense of community by encouraging 
partnerships between sites, schools, and community groups, (3) create conversations about cultural, 
ecological, and social issues, or (4) "remix" history to engage people more effectively and illuminate the 
future as well as the past. 
 
Option 2, site staff, Get to Know Our Park, Historic Site, or Museum. In 60 minutes or less tell teachers 
why they should bring kids to your site. You can use the time to simply make your place better known. Or 
branch out by sharing off beat or little known programs, facts, or objects related to your site; giving tips 
on when it’s easiest to get a reservation, available discounts, and other logistics; describing opportunities 
for students to do research or community service; and so on. 
 
THV will consider proposals for activities, discussions, workshops, and panels. Our definition of “parks” 
is broad including historic landmarks and sites, traditional parks, and museums located in the Hudson 
River Valley National Heritage Area. Sessions should do one or more of the following: 
 

• Share what you’ve learned when using a place as a site for learning. The experience may have been 
more or less successful than you hoped; the point is what you learned. 

• Teach others how to “do” place-based learning. 
• Facilitate a problem-solving discussion related to practical concerns -- e.g., funding trips, 

convincing administrators, making time -- when implementing place-based learning. 
• Present a classroom or site-based activity using place-based learning. 

 
To propose a session, e-mail your idea as a Word doc or PDF by March 20. Be sure to include: 
 

• What you'd like to do -- an outline or easy-to-read summary. 
• A title, vivid but not too long. 
• A concise (about 50 words) and accurate description of your session for promotional use. 
• Intended audience and group size. Provide minimum and maximum numbers for your proposed 

session. If it is most relevant to certain grades, disciplines, or kinds of sites, say so. 
• Takeaways, i.e., what participants will get out of your session including any materials. 
• Length. Tell us how much time you’d like and the minimum you need. Please remember, the 

maximum time for option one, Get to Know My Site, is 60 minutes. 
• Equipment or supplies. All rooms will have LCD projectors and large pads. Please indicate if you 

need anything else. 
• Presentation type(s) or style(s), for instance, panel, demonstration, lecture, hands-on activity, group 

discussion, or some combination. 
• A paragraph about yourself and any co-presenters. Photos are optional but welcome. 
• Whether you plan to participate in other parts of the program.  THV's institute is in part about 

community building; those planning to attend all three days may receive priority. 
 

If you have questions, please e-mail Debi Duke or phone her at 845-229-9116, ext. 2035. 
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